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Resumen
Introducción- Como resultado de un proyecto de investigación, en este artículo se muestra el pronóstico de rendimiento de cultivo de
durazno variedad jarillo. Para ello se diseñó un modelo para simular la producción de frutos de durazno generando variables aleatorias
de cantidad de frutos y peso total, a partir de distribuciones de probabilidad deducidas a partir de muestras de cultivos.
Objetivo- Pronosticar el rendimiento de un cultivo de durazno, mediante la simulación de variables que siguen una distribución de
probabilidad asociadas al mismo, obteniendo un comportamiento estadístico similar a un escenario de producción real.
Metodología-Se hizo revisión bibliográfica de estudios sobre pronóstico de producción en otras especies vegetales. También se
tomaron muestras de producción en haciendas de diversos pisos térmicos y se hizo un análisis de regresión lineal a intervalo fijo
(stepwise) teniendo como variable dependiente el rendimiento y como variable independiente las dimensiones físicas de la rama.
Además, se tomaron datos sobre la distribución de probabilidad de producción y con base en ella se diseñó e implementó un software
simulador, con el cual se hicieron diversas simulaciones de escenarios de producción.
Resultados- Se obtuvieron modelos con menor número de variables resultantes de aplicar el procedimiento “stepwise” para
pronosticar el número de frutos y rendimiento. Al caracterizar variables de entrada, se pasó a construir el modelo matemático con
entradas aleatorias para pronosticar el rendimiento, tales como el área del cultivo, sistema de siembra, densidad de siembra, edad del
cultivo y longitud de rama, área foliar, diámetros del fruto entre otras variables.
Conclusiones- Se logró demostrar que es factible pronosticar la el rendimiento de cultivo de duraznos en varios supuestos, a partir de
muestras observadas en escenarios de producción real. Se logró implementar un modelo de pronóstico basado en variables aleatorias,
cuya variabilidad con respecto a datos reales es significativamente pequeña.
Palabras clave- Producción de Durazno; Modelos estocásticos; Simulación de variable discreta; Sistemas de producción agrícola;
Distribución de probabilidad.
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Abstract
Introduction: As a result of a research project, this article shows the crop yield forecast for a peach variety named jarillo. For this, a
model was designed to simulate the production of peach fruits, generating random variables of the number of fruits and total weight,
from probability distributions deduced from crop samples.
Objective: Forecasting the yield of a peach crop, by simulating variables that follow a probability distribution associated with it,
obtaining a statistical behavior similar to a real production scenario.
Methodology: A bibliographic review was made of studies on production forecasting in other plant species. Production samples were
also taken from farms in various zones and a linear regression analysis at a fixed interval (stepwise) was made, taking yield as a
dependent variable and the physical dimensions of the branch as an independent variable. In addition, data was collected for determine
the production probability distribution and based on it a simulator software was designed and implemented, with which various
simulations of production scenarios were made.
Results: Models were obtained with a lower number of variables resulting from applying the stepwise procedure in order to forecasting
the number of fruits and performance. When characterizing input variables, the mathematical model was built with random inputs to
predict yield, such as crop area, planting system, planting density, crop age and branch length, leaf area, fruit diameters, among others
variables.
Conclusions: Is feasible the forecasting of peach crops yield under several assumptions, from samples observed in real production
scenarios. It was posible to implement a forecast model based on random variables, whose variability with respect to real data is
significantly small.
Key Words-Agricultural production systems; Stochastical models; Peach production; Discrete-variable simulation; Probability
distribution.

I. Introduction
Background
The peach (Prunus persica) is considered one of the most important stone fruits of the Rosaceae family worldwide, after
the apple and the pear. In 2019, approximately 25.74 million tons of peaches were produced, mainly in temperate zones,
where China was the first producer with 61.5% [1]. This fruit is located in the top of the 10 most produced worldwide
[2]. However, currently the crop of peach has been extended to non-traditional areas in subtropical and tropical regions,
where the climate differs from its natural habitat, and its consumption is also increasing [3].
In the province of Pamplona, south of the department of Norte de Santander, peach crop is considered an important
economic activity as it is a relevant source of income for producers in this region [4]. The crop of the Jarillo variety with
low cold requirements is of Venezuelan origin and is practiced in the department of Norte de Santander (Colombia) [5][6]. In this region, the harvested area by varieties of Venezuelan origin has been increasing exponentially between 2007
and 2019 in the department of Norte de Santander, ranging from 167 to 835.7 ha. It should be noted that peach production
in the province of Pamplona is carried out by small farmers, who earn their income from this production system. In 2019,
30,232 tons of peach were produced in the high Colombian tropics, with a yield of 9.96 ton/ha and a harvest area of 2,077
ha [7]. Although the department of Boyacá́ stands out as the quintessential producer of peaches with a production of
13,802 tons and yields of 10.6 ton/ha and participates with 45.65% in national production, the department of Norte de
Santander ranks second with a production of 11,246 tons and yields of 12.25 ton/ha [7]. Regarding this yields, are low,
compared with the world average of 16.85 ton/ha [1]. The production systems of this variety turn out to be economically
efficient (average profit margin 59%) and energetically deficient (average energy efficiency of 0.58) [8]. All farms planted
with the variety use agrochemicals to fertilize, combat pests and diseases and induce flowering, in the style of the green
revolution [9].
In the production of peaches for fresh consumption, the size of the fruit is one of the determining factors of quality,
since it is a fundamental requirement demanded by the consumer [10]. Regarding the invention processes patented in
recent years for Colombia in peach, it was established that the developments are meager, registering some processes in
the field of preserving food or new products [11].
Statistical models to predict the productive behavior of deciduous fruit trees at different altitude levels.
A crop mathematical model is designed for simulating the dynamic of crop growth and yielding, by the use of numerical
integration of logical processes with the aid of computer programs. More specifically this implies a program which
describes the dynamics of crop growth in relation to the environment, operating in time steps whose magnitude are less
than the growing period and with the ability to obtain variables that describe the state of the crop at different timepoints,
for example: biomass per unit area, stage of development, yield, leaf nitrogen content, etc. The end users of this
mathematical models classify them into those used as tools in: research, decision making, education, training or
technology transfer [12]-[13]. There are simulation models for a crop, for example CERES-Wheat, CERES-Maize,
CORNGRO, SIMTAG, SIMBA for wheat and corn, or CROPGRO-SOYBEAN, WOFOST, and SOYSIM for soybeans.
SUCROS-CACAO, CROPGRO-DRY BEAN, CROPGRO-Tomato [14], or on the other hand, can be generic. Generic
models can be applied to various species by using crop-specific parameters: some of these models are DSSAT-CSM,
DAISY, SOILN, EPIC, WOFOST, CROPSYST, APSIM, AQUACROP[15], and STICS. they allow the user to organize
and manipulate information on crops, soils and meteorological data, being able to execute the crop models in different
ways and analyze their results, due to the fact that they share a common input and output file format [16]-[12]. For [17]
and [18], two types of approach can be carried out in the construction of crop models: one descriptive and the other
explanatory (mechanistic). According to [13], the models can be categorized into empirical, mechanistic or causal,
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functional or process-oriented models. Empirical models are reduced to a simple mathematical expression that transforms
a set of "input" variables into an "output" of results, without even attempting to describe the process under study.
Regression models and many statistical models are good examples of empirical predictive models. Empirical models are
generally simple, require less data than causal models, and are easier to build and use. But they have the disadvantage of
not being able to be improved or extended beyond the conditions in which they were made. Therefore, they can easily be
applied incorrectly and, furthermore, lead their users without critical capacity to much confusion in the interpretation of
the processes under study.
Causal or “mechanistic” models have the purpose of describing in the most exact and verifiable way possible, the
physical, chemical and biological processes involved in the soil-plant relationship from the available input data. This
type of models can be used to predict responses to fertilization procedures, evaluate the effect of environmental change,
coordinate and structure research, its main disadvantages being that it requires larger volumes of data and extensive
preliminary activities for its calibration and validation. The functional ones are used to explain processes such as those
shown with Hart's models, to explain the components and their interrelationships in agricultural production systems
[19]. After calibration, for example, a model such as Yield-SAFE provides credible descriptions of measured crop and
tree (Populus spp) yields in single crop systems and forestry capacity at the two sites. The models are calibrated [20].
Random variables
A random variable generator is a mathematical tool that allows statistical modeling of processes of various kinds, in
particular, generating a sample of variables that can be used as a production forecast. The main difficulty lies in two
aspects, documented [21]-[22]-[23]-[24]. One of them is to determine the probability density function of a variable (pdf,
from here on), given its historical behavior, and after obtaining this function, obtain a mathematical algorithm that allows
its value to be generated in such a way that a large set of these values behave statistically similar to that of the
corresponding pdf [25]. In fig. 1 are shown the theoretical graph of the normal distribution, where the value of a variable
is shown on the horizontal axis, and the relative frequency (probability) of that value is shown on the vertical axis. Adding
to this, are showed a distribution obtained by generating 900 values and placing them in a histogram using the Box-Müller
algorithm. The further the values are from the mean, the probability for them decreases.

Fig. 1. The normal distribution, theoretical and sampled. Where the horizontal axis shows the value of a variable, and the
vertical axis shows the relative frequency (probability) of such value. The theoretical value is in a solid line, while the
sample appears as a bar in each interval. Source: Authors.
This work seeks to study the case of the agronomic production of peaches of the Jarillo variety, trying to find a statistical
distribution of the variables associated with yield, given some physical characteristics of the plant, in order to find a
behavior that can adjust to a known distribution and then proceed to generate random variables and thus forecast their
long-term production. For the case described in this study, it is about generating a yield forecast for various farms in the
province of Pamplona, where the probability of production of each plant is addressed, and according to crop conditions,
establish the probable value for its performance.

II. Methodology
Vegetal material and featuring of the study área
The Jarillo variety under study has the following agronomic characteristics: it has yellow shell and pulp, small size,
rounded shape, high prolific production and susceptible to post-harvest handling. This peach has established itself in small
areas. The plants are large due to the established planting distance of 6 to 7 m between plants and furrows, distributed
according to homogeneous slope conditions and agronomic management, forming plots with peach trees in full agronomic
production from sexual seed and with an age older than ten years [6].
This research was carried out within the physiographic zone of the Santanderean mountain, which included the middle
zones of the eastern mountain range in the department of Norte de Santander, between 1600 and 2300 meters above sea
level. In Pamplona, "Delicias" farm, village of Chíchira (7° 22' 43.6" N and 72° 37'41.1" W). The altitude was 2170 masl,
average temperature 16°C, rainfall 933.9 mm, bimodal regime, and the soils belong to the Inceptisol order. In Chitagá,
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"Recuerdo" farm, Carrillo village (7° 11' 15" N and 72° 39' 7.3" W), whose altitude is 1870 meters above sea level, with
an average temperature of 18ºC, precipitation of 879.5 mm, unimodal regime, and soils of the Inceptisol order. And in
Pamplonita, "Bella Vista" farm, Batagá district (7° 26' 18.1" N and 72° 38' 9" W), with an altitude of 1670 masl, average
temperature 20°C, with 1200 mm of rain in bimodal regime and soils belonging to the Inceptisol order [27].
Sampling.
Sampling was established by location, with the same slope, age of the trees, sexual origin, stage of development achieved
with forced management and the same type of pruning and thinning during the production cycle. From the trees, 3
branches per tree were taken, which are the ones with the highest number of reproductive buds, 3 fruits of similar
appearance in color and size, harvested from the middle part of the mixed branch, 3 leaves, located in the middle third of
the tree in the part exposed to the sun and mixed branches of the middle third, between two secondary stages of
development 72: green ovary surrounded by a crown of dying petals, the secondary stage 75: fruit approximately half the
final size and in the secondary stage 87: fruit ripe for harvest [28]-[29]-[30].
Morphophysiological variables
A data matrix was involved in the study, for which the following variables were available: length (cm), width (cm), the
product of length by width of the blade (cm2), leaf area (cm2) , number of active leaves, length of the mixed branch (cm),
branch perimeter (cm), average diameter of the branch (cm), equatorial and polar diameter of the fruit (cm), quotient
between the equatorial and longitudinal diameter of the fruits, the fresh weight of the fruit (g) and the associated dry
weight (g). The leaf blade area was determined in 108 mature leaves with approximately 2.5 months of age for the three
farms (39 per farm), which were sampled during 22 samplings from stage 72 to harvest phenological stage (87), by means
of the use of the ImageJ public domain program which performs image analysis [31]. The process began with the
download of the photo (jpg extension) in the program and the inclusion of the limb length (cm) as input parameter, which
was previously measured with an Ubermann electronic vernier caliper (Fa. Sodimac, Santiago , Chili). The measurements
of the diameters were collected with the same vernier caliper. The dry matter (g) was measured after the fruits were dried,
using a Mettler Toledo® dry hot air forced circulation electric drying oven. The mass was obtained using an electronic
balance with two-digit Lexus® approximation with a measurement range of 3600 g and precision: 0.01 g, it was obtained
after 48 hours at 60 ° C in the oven and taking into account that the weight is constant. This situation is achieved by
weighing at regular intervals until a constant weight is achieved. With the same scale, the fresh mass of the fruit was
obtained. The number of active leaves was measured during 22 samplings in each of the farms. Measurements of the
number of active leaves were made on the three randomly selected branches of each of the 39 trees.
Productive behavior of the Jarillo peach variety in the province of Pamplona
Two harvests (with their respective passes) of the fruits in the secondary stage 87 were collected for 39 trees located in
the three thermal floors in the first cycle (2014), second productive cycle (2015). A digital H-110 scale with a capacity of
50 kg, a resolution of 20 g and a tolerance of 40 g made in China and paper bags were used to identify the production by
tree and plot. The following variables were measured: number of fruits, total harvest per tree (kg/tree), fresh weight of
the fruit (g), roundness index, longitudinal diameters (cm) and equatorial diameters (cm).
Statistical analysis.
The best multiple linear regression models were chosen, using the SPPS 25 statistical package, with the Stepwise variable
selection method, where the independent variables and the responses were introduced to estimate the fresh weight of the
fruit, the total soluble solids and the total harvest per thermal floor taking into account that the R2 was at least 0.8, which
is the statistic that represents the proportion of variation explained by the regression; the adjusted R2, the significance of
the model in its anova test, the sum of square error, the mean square of the experimental error and the significance of the
regression parameters. Regarding the validation of the regression models, the following assumptions were taken into
account, which are: linearity, independence, homoscedasticity, normality and non-collinearity. Finally, a comparison of
the observed data with the estimated data was made, to observe the relationship between them.
Principal component analysis (PCA).
The multivariate analysis consisted of the work of principal component tests; These tests were carried out with the
statistical program R® Project for Statistical Computing and the results were corroborated using the statistical package
SPSS ® V.25.0. and the input analyzer software v. 16.0. The results were supported for discussion in the relevant
literature. Multivariate analysis was performed with the variables that most correlated with the performance and quality
components; To find the minimum number of factors, the Kaiser rule was used, with which the eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix R were compared, and the number of eigenvalues greater than unity was taken as the number of factors;
Therefore, this criterion is an allusion to the analysis of principal components and it has been verified in simulations that,
generally, it tends to underestimate the number of factors so its use is recommended to establish a lower limit, an upper
limit would be calculated by applying this same criterion taking 1 as limit. According to [32] the authors indicate that
PCA is a multivariate technique widely used for the reduction of dimensions to a small set of uncorrelated variables called
CP (Principal Component). A small set of uncorrelated variables is much easier to understand and use in PCA than a
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larger set of correlated variables. The first CP explains the largest possible variability in the data, and each subsequent
component explains the largest possible amount of the subsequent variability [33].
Multiple linear regression model.
The multiple regression model used to estimate the agronomic yield variables of the Jarillo variety peach tree was the
following [34]-[35]:
Yi = β0 +β1 X1i + β2 X2i + β3 X3i + βk Xki + ∈ i
Β0 is the ordinate to the origin or intercept with the Y axis where β1.... βk are the regression coefficients of the predictor
variable in the multiple equation.
X1i.... Xki are explanatory, predictor or regression variables, and ∈ i is the magnitude of a random variable with mean
zero (0) and variance σ2.
As in simple linear regression, the β coefficients will indicate the increase in fresh weight, number of fruits and yield,
the unit increase of the corresponding explanatory variable. Therefore, these coefficients will have the corresponding
units of measure. Applying the method of main components [36] and linear regression, values were obtained for the
morphological variables, allowing the characterization of peach tree populations in a wide range of distribution, such as
an altitudinal gradient. Similar analyzes have been done on other crops such as potatoes [37].
Design of simulator software to compute physiological production of prunus persica.
With the previous procedures the variables were featured and a mathematical procedure was designed, implemented with
a software that can meet the requirements of the physiological modeling of peach (P. persica) production, exposed in the
document of the statistical model. One way to organize it is to conceive of the system as interconnected components, in
which each component performs some tasks. This organization is called the “system architecture”. There are packages
such as L-PEACH used in peach cultivation that predict the growth and distribution of photoassimilates in the plant
[38][39]. Several simulation runs were executed to analyse the consistency of the simulated results with those initially
observed, to determine the validity of such results.
III. Analysis and results
As a result of the aforementioned components and regression analysis, peach populations could be characterized,
evaluated and compared based on morphophysiological descriptors and yield components related to the leaf and fruit.
Table 5 shows that the variables that most contributed to the construction of the first component, which is the one that
retains the greatest variability of the data, were the roundness index of the fruit, the total fresh weight of the fruit, the total
dry weight of the fruit, the equatorial diameter of the fruit, the longitudinal diameter of the fruit, the length by width of
the leaf and the leaf area. Very negative values of the first axis were associated with high values of the fruit and leaf
measurements. The variables that contributed to the construction of the second index were those associated with the leaf
and the fruit, as has been shown in other works [40]. In order to establish the variables that would contribute to
environmental variability, quality and its contributions to the morphophysiological variables in the three main components
were presented in Table 5.
Tabla 5. Quality of representation of the variables in the components created through the PCA of the morphophysiological variables at year 2014 cycle.
Variables/Quality of representation of the variables
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Remainder

Fruit roundness index

86,41

2,02

0,05

11,52

Total fresh weight of the fruit

87,71

3,49

0,34

8,46

Total dry weight of the fruit

83,34

7,07

0,06

9,53

Equatorial diameter of the fruit

71,3

10,88

1

16,82

Longitudinal diameter of the fruit

64,61

9,53

4,29

21,57

Branch length
Average branch diameter

0,59
8,98

4,88
32,57

62,94
22,77

31,59
35,68

Number of active leafs

1,81

8,98

60,15

29,06

Leaf width

0,21

69,83

3,08

26,88

Leaf length
Product of leaf Length and leaf Width
Leaf area

16,56
54,84
53,73

76,39
28,81
29,64

1,1
0,03
0,01

5,95
16,32
16,62

The variables that showed the greatest variance were those associated with the fruit, the leaf and the branch for the three heights or thermal floors as
shown in Table 6
Tabla 6. Representation quality of variables in components created using the ACP of the morphophysiological variables at year 2015 cycle

13
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Variables/Components

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Other

Fruit roundness index

79,37

12,14

0,16

8,33

Total fresh weight of the fruit

85,55

8,43

0,16

5,86

Total dry weight of the fruit

80,84

9,59

0,07

9,5

Equatorial diameter of the fruit

69,32

19,82

0,47

10,39

Longitudinal diameter of the fruit

68,71

17,78

0,08

13,43

Branch length

0,19

10,6

61,31

27,9

Average branch diameter

4,79

71,44

7,26

16,51

Average branch perimeter

3,69

56,96

14,32

25,03

Number of active leafs

3,81

23,43

30,97

41,79

Leaf width

4,02

75,91

6,26

13,81

Leaf length

21,95

63,85

4,81

9,39

Product of leaf Length and leaf Width

81,12

10,76

0,18

7,94

Leaf area

81,6

10,62

0,22

7,56

Table 7 shows the estimates of the regression parameters in each period taking into account the previous variables
analyzed in the main components, thus, for example, in the first row there is the estimate of a multiple linear regression
model such as has been done in other crops [41]-[42], for production on the hundredth day after defoliation, the multiple
linear regression model in that period is:
𝑦 = 𝛽0 − 674.49 + 36.11𝑥1 + 201.87𝑥2 + ⋯ − 23.62𝑥11 − 5.25𝑥12
Where Y is the production in kilograms, the explanatory variables (X) are found in the header of table 7.
Next, are shown the results of models with the least number of variables resulting from applying the "stepwise" procedure
to keep the least number of variables necessary to obtain a model that is as suitable as possible. In the different models
elaborated at each time, it was observed that not all the variables are significant to explain production, either because of
the little linear relationship that exists between this variable and production or because of the multicollinearity that exists
between the variables. The stepwise procedure was performed to obtain a regression model using the necessary variables
to obtain an adequate model for each period.
Table 7 shows the estimates of the parameters for the variables according to the days after defoliation. The cells where
NA appears mean that in the period corresponding to the row the variable of the respective column is not statistically
significant to include it in the model.

Days after defoliation

Intercept

Leaf width

Leaf area

Ecuatorial diameter of the fruit

Longitudinal diameter of the fruit

Diamteter of the branch

Fruit roundness index

Leaf length

Branch length

Leaf width x length

Number of active leafs

Total fresh weigth of the fruit

Total dry weigth of the fruit

Table 7. Parameters by time period.

100

-468,31

16,15

-213,51

103,14

NA

NA

329,85

NA

NA

156,13

NA

-24,73

NA

101

-774,64

21,79

-215,98

120,29

NA

NA

347,55

NA

NA

163,14

NA

-26,11

NA

102

-854,53

NA

-241,20

NA

102,71

NA

468,43

-23,48

NA

189,07

NA

-27,28

NA

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

156

-1016,66

172,73

29,30

NA

NA

NA

339,74

213,84

NA

-60,95

NA

-9,25

NA

157

-987,79

176,10

26,50

NA

NA

NA

323,33

219,74

NA

-60,95

NA

-9,06

NA
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The multiple determination coefficient shown in table 8 establishes that the percentage of variability is explained by the
multiple regression model, this is a value ranged from zero to one, and measures how adequate the linear regression model
is to make predictions. On the other hand, the adjusted correlation coefficient is framed in the same previous concept, but
it penalizes the use of a high number of variables in the model, that is, it does not only take into account the adjustment
but does not consider the amount of information available for the elaboration of the models.
Column two shows the coefficient of determination of the model including all available variables, the respective adjusted
coefficient of determination is presented in column three. For columns four and five the same measurements are presented,
but for the reduced model. The variables associated with the fruit are of great importance to estimate crop yield [40].
Tabla 8. Coefficient of determination.
Days after defoliation

Squared R of complete
model

Adjusted squared R of
complete model

Squared R of reduced
model

Adjusted squared R of
reduced model

100

0,69

0,37

0,67

0,57

101

0,69

0,38

0,68

0,58

102

0,69

0,37

0,68

0,58

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

156

0,67

0,34

0,63

0,51

157

0,66

0,32

0,62

0,50

Similarly, with the total number of fruits produced by each of the selected trees in the study farms was totalized the
number of fruits produced in each tree by passing. It has been shown that the number of harvested fruits is the most
important primary yield component to estimate the Jarillo peach harvest, a result similar to that obtained in other crops
by [43].
It was proposed to develop a statistical model to predict the number of fruits and the production in kilograms of a tree
given certain characteristics that can be measured in a given time. In this regard, the following considerations must be
taken into account:
There are variables associated with the fruit, the mixed branch, the oblong-lancellolate leaf, and the average weight of a
fruit in a Jarillo peach tree can be traced.
The variables that are available were measured over time (taking the days after defoliation as a reference) arranged in a
design of repeated models, however, the time in which the information of the different variables is collected varies from
farm to farm. In addition, is not the same in all the variables due to the influence of several factors, such as the
edaphoclimatic ones.
The two variables to be modeled (dependent or response variables) are the number of fruits produced per tree and the
production in kilograms of fruit per tree. These two variables are measured once at the end of the production cycle.
It is desirable to have a model that allows forecasting how much production will be at a given time (a given number of
days after defoliation). In the production of peaches for fresh consumption, the size of the fruit is one of the determining
factors of quality, since it is a fundamental requirement demanded by the consumer [44]-[45]-[46]. The peach fruits that
are considered to be of good size are those greater than 59 mm in diameter. On the other hand, standardizing or classifying
the product by size is one of the usual practices of preparation for the fresh market [47].
Fruit weight is an important hereditary quantitative factor of yield, fruit quality and consumer acceptability as stated in
his work [47] and was best expressed by the influence of the environment on the physiology of trees in the lower altitudes.
Two technical limitations make it difficult to obtain a direct model for estimating production, first of all, how
asynchronous are the measurements in the different variables and in the different farms, this is due to logistical and cost
issues, and due to differences in the development of the plants of each of the farms.
Another limitation that exists is the aggregation of the variables of mixed branches, leaves and fruits through sample
means, naturally due to costs and practical issues it would be unfeasible to measure each branch, fruit and leaf of a tree
(in this case there would be no sampling error for each selected tree). However, having samples of these observation units
(branch, fruit, leaf) generates a sampling error which is not quantifiable due to the auto-correlation effect caused by the
same type of design used for repeated measures. In addition to the difficulties mentioned above, the production and
number of fruits depends largely on various environmental, economic, ecological factors, among others, that are not easy
to consider.
Behavior of the probability distribution of the number of fruits
Making an analysis of the 39 plants from which production data was taken, it is found that in a single harvest the
minimum number of fruits obtained in a tree was 138 and the maximum 1530, being the average number of fruits per
plant of this variety is 785, with a standard deviation of 354. Using the chi-square test, it is indicated that with a certainty
level of 90% there are no reasons to reject the sample. Likewise, the square error of the goodness of fit test is 0.004895,
which indicates that the sample taken fits this distribution and its parameters represent the sample. The Kolmogorov-
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Smirnov test also gives a good approximation value of 0.0998, which also indicates that there is no reason to reject the
data. The distribution assumed for this sample is Normal, with the following parameters: mean 785 and standard deviation
354. It should be noted that there may be more than one harvest in a year. The fig. 2 shows the analysis made using the
input analyzer software. The frequency is observed in the 10 intervals analyzed and the theoretical normal distribution is
shown as a continuous line.

Fig. 2. Analysis of the number of fruits in a single harvest from the sample. Source: Authors.

Behavior of the probability distribution of fruit weight.
The weight of the peach during each harvest is related to the number of fruits. However, the variability is high since a
high number of fruits can have different sizes and does not imply a high final weight. Fig. 3 shows the dispersion diagram
of the amount of fruit and the harvested weight in blue, compared to the regression of the data, in orange line. As can be
seen, there is a relationship between the two variables, but with high variability, which suggests that they can be treated
as two independent variables when simulating. Likewise, there is a greater number of observations near the average
number of fruits, between 700 and 850 fruits, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Analysis of the number of fruits in a single harvest from the sample. Source: Authors.

The coefficients of linear regression are the following:
Slope: 0,02186
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Intersect: 21,37285
Continuing with the distribution of harvested weight, it is found that for the sample of 120 plants, the lowest recorded
weight was 14.1 kg and the highest was 127 kg. The weight of harvested fruit fits a normal distribution, with a mean of
59.7 and a standard deviation of 27.4. The squared error measured was 0.005327, very small, like the parameters of the
chi-square test for goodness of fit, which gives a percentile value of 0.141 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov gives a value of
0.0591. This indicates that there is no reason to reject the data as belonging to this distribution. A screenshot of said
analysis made with the software input analyzer v. 10.0 can be seen in fig 4.

Fig. 4. Statistical analysis of the weight harvested from the sample. Source: Authors.
Simulation model
Once the input variables were featured, the mathematical model is built, which is be based on random inputs to forecast
the production of peaches, both in weight and quantity. The simulations were made under the following assumptions:
-Crop area: 1 hectare (10000 m2)
-Plant age between 7 and 15 years
-Thinning is done (eliminate the smallest fruits to increase nutrients to the other fruits)
-Days after defoliation: 210
The arrangement of the plants within the crop is also a factor to take into account. Figure 5 shows three layout schemes
that were considered in the simulation. On the left side, the plants are separated from the adjacent plants by a distance of
10m. The center image shows a rectangular layout, and the plants are separated from the adjacent ones by about 8m. The
right image shows a 6x8 layout, where the distance between plants measured diagonally are 8m apart.

Fig. 5. Ways to arrange plants within a crop. Source: authors

According to the arrangement of the plants in the crop, there will be a certain number of plants in a cultivated hectare.
The numbers of plants in each arrangement per hectare were 100, 156 and 208 plants, respectively. In the model there are
two fundamental output variables: the number of fruits produced by the plant, and their total weight. The distribution
taken as a base is the normal one for the number of fruits and for their weight. One way to forecast the production of a
farm with a known number of plants in full production is to generate a number of fruits for each plant, thus the total
weight of their sum is computed. In this way, a quantity and weight of fruits would be obtained in each simulation run.
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Experimentation
The assumptions for the experimentation were based on the following parameter manipulation: crop area (in hectares),
crop layout (rectangular / triangular), number of plants per unit area, age of the plants and physiological characteristics
(length of the branch, leaf area and equatorial diameter of the fruit).
Once these morphophysiological and agronomic parameters have been established, the software establishes the number
of resulting fruits as a result, as well as the weight in kg of what is harvested. Note that the results are presented in two
ways: on the one hand, there is the matrix of produced fruits (primary components of yield), and on the other hand, the
matrix of production by weight of the fruit (yield). 10 replications were made for each arrangement to improve the
accuracy of the model.
Simulator software for agroecological production of peach fruits – Prunus. persica Jarillo variety.
Among the most important issues of the design of a software is the global conception of the system so that it can be
easily developed and meet the requirements of the ecophysiological modeling of Jarillo variety peach fruit production,
according to the specifications given by the model and that has been used in other crops [48]-[49]-[50]. The software was
developed as a web information system, programmed in php language and with the use of forms to enter data.
Hardware requirements.
The hardware required to run this simulator has the following characteristics: processor speed: greater than 2 GHz,
minimum 4 GB RAM, minimum 1.6 MB disk space, and operating environment Windows 7 or higher. It is required to
have a web page server installed. For php support, wampserver is needed. Once installed, it can be accessed from other
machines through a local network or the Internet.
Simulation results.
In order for the user to be able to modify the parameters under which he is going to carry out a simulation experiment,
some input/output interfaces have been established, which work as web pages with forms which allow them to edit the
parameters by evaluate as the area, crop layout, among others. The results are obtained as a production list for each plant
present in the crop. For a one-hectare extension farm, these results were obtained for the 10x10 layout in table 9.
Table 9. Simulation results for a hectare and 10 x10 layout.
Replication Total fruits
Average
St. deviation

Total weight

Average

St. deviation

Tons produced

1

75699

756,992064

181,634521

5803,22036

58,0322036

9,94315247

5,80322036

2

75042

750,420102

209,043465

5864,3463

58,643463

14,3950516

5,8643463

3

81803

818,030446

157,277951

6093,63398

60,9363398

12,0219486

6,09363398

4

78289

782,897813

157,523365

6269,46822

62,6946822

12,7659694

6,26946822

5

76350

763,504375

174,983787

5946,65436

59,4665436

10,1669118

5,94665436

6

81225

812,252434

175,852555

6195,60493

61,9560493

13,0387826

6,19560493

7

76781

767,817332

134,485875

5927,95186

59,2795186

12,9228345

5,92795186

8

78302

783,021684

222,209345

6054,26058

60,5426058

15,2172624

6,05426058

9

77041

770,417458

213,894862

5969,93963

59,6993963

12,4266749

5,96993963

10

77532

775,326343

213,984152

5898,87982

58,9887982

16,1116465

5,89887982

As can be seen for each simulation replication, the total number of fruits, the average for each plant and its standard
deviation are calculated. In addition, the total weight in kg produced by the hectare, its average and standard deviation
are also shown. Additionally, the yield per ton is located in each simulation. Table 10 shows the same results, applied to
an 8x8 layout.
Tabla 10. Simulation results for a hectare and 8 x 8 layout.
Replication Total fruits
Average
St. deviation

Total weight

Average

St. deviation

Tons produced

1

119648

766,977766

192,02847

9422,89719

58,0322036

9,94315247

9,42289719

2

122939

788,076272

155,503259

9249,89345

59,2941888

14,2926456

9,24989345

3

119690

767,249713

168,032907

9352,88163

59,9543694

14,8953535

9,35288163

4

123279

790,250104

178,643508

9248,5372

59,2854949

14,4242726

9,2485372

5

121168

776,718425

157,90587

9226,70926

59,1455722

10,1669118

9,22670926

6

123207

789,790661

184,905003

9343,76695

59,895942

13,7047244

9,34376695

7

122430

784,808864

160,164919

9425,21265

60,4180298

13,2015565

9,42521265
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124344

797,08033

157,822367

9209,24861

59,033645

14,0292399

9,20924861

9

124282

796,683636

184,697736

9638,33198

61,7841794

12,2929623

9,63833198

10

122639

786,151642

142,246145

9125,49006

58,4967311

12,0090674

9,12549006

As shown in the table, the production of total fruits and harvested weight is greater, due to the fact that there are more
plants on the same surface. However, the averages per plant follow the same trend. Table 11 shows the results for the 6x8
layout.
Tabla 11. Simulation results for a hectare and 6 x 8 layout.
Replication Total fruits
Average
St. deviation

Total weigth

Average

St. deviation

Tons produced

1

165013

793,334294

179,59759

12254,6773

58,9167179

14,3934833

12,2546773

2

164601

791,35502

152,878831

12247,0686

58,8801377

12,126021

12,2470686

3

164691

791,787182

170,123841

12267,9307

58,9804363

11,944937

12,2679307

4

160693

772,566048

184,393964

12397,4576

59,6031618

11,8066735

12,3974576

5

160075

769,594152

184,142066

12885,3815

61,9489494

11,4610228

12,8853815

6

162671

782,076736

162,721509

12551,3895

60,3432188

12,3320799

12,5513895

7

164127

789,075038

195,044874

12318,9347

59,2256478

14,9440955

12,3189347

8

166341

799,719887

187,62244

11934,9425

57,3795315

12,8404323

11,9349425

9

161534

776,609927

164,350018

12391,5664

59,5748384

11,7420624

12,3915664

10

165954

797,859671

176,15087

12587,2097

60,5154311

12,3615014

12,5872097

Given that the averages per plant are the same, and there is a high dispersion of the data in terms of average fruit and
weight, the average of the averages obtained in each simulation was carried out, yielding an average per number of fruits
of 782.94 and 15.35 standard deviation. For the harvested weight, about 59.69 kg per plant and 1.24 standard deviation.
Classifying the data and analyzing it in input analyzer, the following behavior was obtained for the 30 simulated data of
average fruit production for each plant. Figure 6 shows this analysis.

Fig. 6. Distribution of average number of fruits per plant after taking 30 simulations for 3 different hectare layouts.

As can be seen, the variability decreased and since the behavior of the probability distribution of production per plant is
known, it is shown that it is feasible to predict production on a farm if the following variables are known: cultivated area,
the arrangement of the plants, and the plant age variables within the established margins that were implemented in the
simulation assumptions.
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IV. Conclusions
During the process of posing the problem, studying the formalisms of generating random variables and determining
them, examining the samples, stochastic simulation, as well as the experimentation and analysis of results, some
experiences were obtained that are stated in the following conclusions:
The performance evaluation of an agricultural process was carried out combining two formalisms: variables that affect
the production of the Jarillo variety peach, and production probability distribution per plant, which makes it possible to
have a mechanism for forecasting production processes. Through the simulation carried out by a software designed for
this purpose, it was possible to demonstrate that it is possible to forecast the production and yield per hectare, given the
phenological conditions of the crop and the arrangement of the plants inside it.
Regarding the results, they are statistically similar to the samples taken previously, which allows a yield forecast to be
made based on the extension of the cultivated area, crop layout and plant age variables. With a low margin of error, the
future yield of the crops can be estimated, and in this way it is easier to calculate a budget before starting the crop.
To delve deeper into this type of work it is necessary to study a better characterized sample, such as the distribution of
the thermal floor, humidity conditions and variables associated with the climate, which have a more complex modeling,
but which can be enriched by combining various formalisms to deal with continuous variables of the physical process,
combined with probability distribution functions.
V. Financing
Scientific research article derived from the research project "Generation of a multivariate statistical model that allows
predicting the productive behavior of the Jarillo variety peach in the province of Pamplona", financed by "Universidad
de Pamplona". Starting year: 2015, ending year: 2018.
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